Introduction

Dr. Jonathan Letterman was the medical director for the Army of the Potomac during the American Civil War. Dr. Letterman graduated from Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia in 1849. With his appointment to the largest portion of the Union Army, Dr. Letterman was tasked with improving what would today be called a population health nightmare. Soldiers lived in filth, ate food devoid of nutrition, were forced to train beyond what was necessary no matter the conditions, and worst of all, were not provided with an organized medical department to treat them if they were wounded or became ill. He focused his attention on improving the healthcare soldiers received, bettering the culture of army medicine, and teaching individuals healthy and sanitary behaviors. His innovative ideas not only saved the lives of thousands of soldiers wounded on the battlefield, they prevented disease, increased the quality of life for a group of individuals can have a powerful impact on society and can even change the course of history.

Social & Cultural Environment Reform

Dr. Letterman changed the culture of medicine in the Union Army by making surgeons appointed by skill and not family or political influence. He also removed a soldier’s rank as a consideration for the type of care they received and based care on triage. During this era, high ranking officers would often be treated before mortally wounded soldiers, even if they didn’t have life-threatening wounds. Dr. Letterman established his hospital system around triage with hospitals being tasked with differing levels of care. Triage and levels of care are still in place today in both civilian and military medicine.

Individual Behavior Reform

Dr. Letterman was a keen observer and noticed the unsanitary and unhealthy conditions in which soldiers lived. He made recommendations to the commanding officers that included: latrine use, how to cook food to ensure the most nutrition, the depth wells should be dug, how long men should sleep each night, and how to organize camps to ensure good ventilation in each soldier’s tent. Although Letterman did not have the scientific research or germ theory to back up his actions, his observations proved correct and greatly improved the health of the army.

Healthcare Reform

During the Civil War, casualties would number in the thousands during a single day of battle. Prior to Dr. Letterman’s reforms, the wounded were often taken care of by family, friends, or volunteers. Dr. Letterman changed this by organizing the first ever ambulance corps that revolved around an ambulance designed by Baron Dominique Jean Larrey for Napoleon’s Army in the early 1800s. These ambulances were lightweight horse-drawn carts, equipped with medical supplies and operated by medically trained soldiers. These ambulances were very effective and at the battle of Antietam, almost 10,000 men were removed from the battlefield in under 24 hours.

Letterman also reformed hospitals. He made them safer by using well ventilated tents or large pavilion style hospitals so more men could be taken care of at once. His improvements led to a lower mortality for men who reached the hospital from the battlefield. At Antietam in September of 1862, more than 20% of those who reached a hospital died. In July of the next year at Gettysburg, after many improvements had been made, only 10% of those who reached a hospital died.

Conclusion

The lessons from Letterman are clear: getting to know your population, understanding the extent of your influence, and expressing strong leadership are all ingredients to bettering the health of a population. Letterman is an example for any practitioner or student of medicine and/or population health. His legacy is one of selfless service to his country and the United States Army and its effects have stretched into the population at large. His work played a major role in improving the health and morale of the army that fought to restore the Union and end slavery during the American Civil War and his reforms are still relevant and practiced to this day. His attention to healthcare beyond the individual level has contributed to our understanding of what is today called population health. Letterman shows us that improving the health and quality of life for a group of individuals can have a powerful impact on society and can even change the course of history.

Without Letterman’s reforms, assuming that the “died of wounds” mortality had remained unchanged, an additional 25,928 Union soldiers would have died over the course of the war.
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